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The City Of Akhenaten And Nefertiti: Amarna And Its People (New Aspects Of
Antiquity)
A visual tour of this magnificent and baffling civilization focuses on more than 250 works of sculpture, architecture, ceramics, jewelry,
clothing, tools, and furniture, revealing what these objects can tell us about the art, culture, politics, and religious beliefs of the ancient
Egyptians. 16,000 first printing.
Nicholas Reeves’s radical interpretation of a revolutionary king—now available in paperback. One of the most compelling and controversial
figures in ancient Egyptian history, Akhenaten has captured the imagination like no other Egyptian pharaoh. Much has been written about this
strange, persecuted figure, whose depiction in effigies is totally at odds with the traditional depiction of the Egyptian ruler-hero. Akhenaten
sought to impose upon Egypt and its people the worship of a single god—the sun god—and in so doing changed the country in every way. In
Akhenaten, Nicholas Reeves presents an entirely new perspective on the turbulent events of Akhenaten’s seventeen-year reign. Reeves argues
that, far from being the idealistic founder of a new faith, the Egyptian ruler cynically used religion for political gain in a calculated attempt to
reassert the authority of the king and concentrate all power in his hands. Backed by abundant archaeological and documentary evidence,
Reeves’s narrative also provides many new insights into questions that have baffled scholars for generations—the puzzle of the body in Tomb 55
in the Valley of the Kings; the fate of Nefertiti, Akhenaten’s beautiful wife; the identity of his mysterious successor, Smenkhkare; and the theory
that Tutankhamun, Akhenaten’s son and heir to the throne, was murdered.
A Guide to the Ancient City of Akhetaten
The City of Akhenaten III
Rezension Von: Barry Kemp, City of Akhenaten and Nefertiti - Amarna and Its People
The City of Akhenaten, Part II, the North Suburb and the Desert Altars. The Excavations at Tell El Amarna During the Seasons 1926-1932, by
H. Frankfort and J. D. S. Pendlebury, with a Chapter by H. W. Fairman...
The city of Akhenaten. 2. The North suburb and the desert altars : The excavations at Tell el Amarna during the seasons 1926-32
Egypt; history; Eighteenth dynasty, ca. 1570-1320 B.C.
The pharaoh Akhenaten, who ruled Egypt in the mid-fourteenth century BCE, has been the subject of more speculation than any other character in
Egyptian history. This provocative new biography examines both the real Akhenaten and the myths that have been created around him. It scrutinises the
history of the pharaoh and his reign, which has been continually written in Eurocentric terms inapplicable to ancient Egypt, and the archaeology of
Akhenaten's capital city, Amarna. It goes on to explore the pharaoh's extraordinary cultural afterlife, and the way he has been invoked to validate
everything from psychoanalysis to racial equality to Fascism.
Akhenaten and the Religion of Light
Revolution and Restoration
Amarna and Its People
Akhenaten and the Origins of Monotheism
The north suburb and the desert altars ; the excavations at Tell el Amarna during the seasons 1926 - 32 / by H. Frankfort ..
An illustrated cultural guide to the archaeological site of Amarna, the best-preserved pharaonic city in Egypt Around three thousand years
ago, the pharaoh Akhenaten turned his back on Amun, and most of the great gods of Egypt. Abandoning Thebes, he quickly built a grand
new city in Middle Egypt, Akhetaten--Horizon of the Aten--devoted exclusively to the sun god Aten. Huge open-air temples served the cult of
Aten, while palaces were decorated with painted pavements and inlaid wall reliefs. Akhenaten created a new royal burial ground deep in a
desert valley, and his officials built elaborate tombs decorated with scenes of the king and his city. As thousands of people moved to
Akhetaten, it became the most important city in Egypt. But it was not to last. Akhenaten's death brought the abandonment of his city and an
end to one of the most startling episodes in Egyptian history. Today, Akhetaten is known as Amarna, a sprawling archaeological site in the
province of Minya, halfway between Cairo and Luxor. With its beautifully decorated tombs and vast mud-brick ruins, it is the best-preserved
pharaonic city in Egypt. This informed and richly illustrated guidebook brings the ancient city of Akhetaten alive with a keen insider's eye,
drawing on ongoing archaeological research and the knowledge and insight of Amarna's modern-day communities and caretakers to explain
key monuments and events, while offering invaluable practical advice for visiting the site. With over 150 illustrations, maps, and plans,
Amarna is both an ideal introduction for visitors to Amarna and a window onto the extraordinary reign of Akhenaten.
The Amarna Period, named after the site of an innovative capital city that was the center of the new religion, included the reigns Akhenaten
and his presumed son, Tutankhamun.
Amarna, City of Akhenaten and Nefertiti: Key Pieces from the Petrie Collection
The North Suburb and the Desert Altars; the Excavations at Tell El Amarna During the Seasons 1926-1932
History, Fantasy and Ancient Egypt
The City of Akhenaten. Pt. 1
The City of Akhenaten Pt. 2

Pharaoh Akhenaten, who reigned for seventeen years in the fourteenth century B.C.E, is
one of the most intriguing rulers of ancient Egypt. His odd appearance and his
preoccupation with worshiping the sun disc Aten have stimulated academic discussion and
controversy for more than a century. Despite the numerous books and articles about this
enigmatic figure, many questions about Akhenaten and the Atenism religion remain
unanswered. In Akhenaten and the Origins of Monotheism, James K. Hoffmeier argues that
Akhenaten was not, as is often said, a radical advocating a new religion, but rather a
primitivist: that is, one who reaches back to a golden age and emulates it. Akhenaten's
inspiration was the Old Kingdom (2650-2400 B.C.E.), when the sun-god Re/Atum ruled as the
unrivaled head of the Egyptian pantheon. Hoffmeier finds that Akhenaten was a genuine
convert to the worship of Aten, the sole creator God, based on the Pharoah's own
testimony of a theophany, a divine encounter that launched his monotheistic religious
odyssey. The book also explores the Atenist religion's possible relationship to Israel's
religion, offering a close comparison of the hymn to the Aten to Psalm 104, which has
been identified by scholars as influenced by the Egyptian hymn. Through a careful reading
of key texts, artworks, and archaeological studies, Hoffmeier provides compelling new
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insights into a religion that predated Moses and Hebrew monotheism, the impact of Atenism
on Egyptian religion and politics, and the aftermath of Akhenaten's reign.
An illustrated cultural guide to the archaeological site of Amarna, the best-preserved
pharaonic city in Egypt Around three thousand years ago, the pharaoh Akhenaten turned his
back on Amun, and most of the great gods of Egypt. Abandoning Thebes, he quickly built a
grand new city in Middle Egypt, Akhetaten—Horizon of the Aten—devoted exclusively to the
sun god Aten. Huge open-air temples served the cult of Aten, while palaces were decorated
with painted pavements and inlaid wall reliefs. Akhenaten created a new royal burial
ground deep in a desert valley, and his officials built elaborate tombs decorated with
scenes of the king and his city. As thousands of people moved to Akhetaten, it became the
most important city in Egypt. But it was not to last. Akhenaten’s death brought the
abandonment of his city and an end to one of the most startling episodes in Egyptian
history. Today, Akhetaten is known as Amarna, a sprawling archaeological site in the
province of Minya, halfway between Cairo and Luxor. With its beautifully decorated tombs
and vast mud-brick ruins, it is the best-preserved pharaonic city in Egypt. This informed
and richly illustrated guidebook brings the ancient city of Akhetaten alive with a keen
insider’s eye, drawing on ongoing archaeological research and the knowledge and insight
of Amarna’s modern-day communities and caretakers to explain key monuments and events,
while offering invaluable practical advice for visiting the site. With over 150
illustrations, maps, and plans, Amarna is both an ideal introduction for visitors to
Amarna and a window onto the extraordinary reign of Akhenaten.
The Royal Women of Amarna
Images of Beauty from Ancient Egypt
The Central City and the Official Quarters
The City of Akhenaten
Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Tutankhamen
Akhenaten, also known as Amenhotep IV, was king of Egypt during the Eighteenth Dynasty and reigned from 1375 to 1358 B.C. E.
Called the "religious revolutionary," he is the earliest known creator of a new religion. The cult he founded broke with Egypt's
traditional polytheism and focused its worship on a single deity, the sun god Aten. Erik Hornung, one of the world's preeminent
Egyptologists, here offers a concise and accessible account of Akhenaten and his religion of light. Hornung begins with a
discussion of the nineteenth-century scholars who laid the foundation for our knowledge of Akhenaten's period and extends to the
most recent archaeological finds. He emphasizes that Akhenaten's monotheistic theology represented the first attempt in history to
explain the entire natural and human world on the basis of a single principle. "Akhenaten made light the absolute reference point,"
Hornung writes, "and it is astonishing how clearly and consistently he pursued this concept." Hornung also addresses such topics
as the origins of the new religion; pro-found changes in beliefs regarding the afterlife; and the new Egyptian capital at Akhetaten
which was devoted to the service of Aten, his prophet Akhenaten, and the latter's family.
“In the process of reconstituting a long-vanished city, the meticulously assembled book also brings to life the exotic, almost alien
society once housed there.” —Publishers Weekly
The Central City and the Official Quarters : the Excavations at Tell-el-Amarna During the Seasons 1926-1927 and 1931-1936
The Central City and the Official Quarters : the Excavations at Tell El-Amarna During the Seasons 1926-1927 and 1931 - 1936
The Excavations at Tell El Amarna During the Seasons1926-1932. The north suburb and the desert altars
The Excavations of Tell El Amarna During the Seasons 1926-1932
Akhenaten: Egypt's False Prophet

During a brief seventeen-year reign (ca. 1353-1336 B.C.) the pharaoh Amenhotep
IV/Akhenaten, founder of the world's first known monotheistic religion, devoted his life
and the resources of his kingdom to the worship of the Aten (a deity symbolized by the
sun disk) and thus profoundly affected history and the history of art. The move to a new
capital, Akhenaten/Amarna, brought essential changes in the depictions of royal women. It
was in their female imagery, above all, that the artists of Amarna departed from the
traditional iconic representations to emphasize the individual, the natural, in a way
unprecedented in Egyptian art. A picture of exceptional intimacy emerges from the
sculptures and reliefs of the Amarna Period. Akhenaten, his wife Nefertiti, and their six
daughters are seen in emotional interdependence even as they participate in cult rituals.
The female principle is emphasized in astonishing images: the aging Queen Mother Tiye,
the mysterious Kiya, and Nefertiti, whose painted limestone bust in Berlin is the bestknown work from ancient Egypt - perhaps from all antiquity. The workshop of the sculptor
Thutmose - one of the few artists of the period whose name is known to us - revealed a
treasure trove when it was excavated in 1912. An entire creative process is traced
through an examination of the work of Thutmose and his assistants, who lived in a highly
structured environment. All was left behind when Amarna was abandoned after the death of
Akhenaten and the return to religious orthodoxy.
Pharaohs of the Sun
Akhenaten
City of Akhenates and Nefertiti
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The central city and the official quarters. Index. Index
Part III: The Central City and the Official Quarters. The Excavations at Tell-El-Amarna
During the Seasons 1926-1927 and 1931-1936
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